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Introduction 

Since 2011, we have been investigating the effects of bion-tec® informed quartz powder on 

blood count changes caused by damaging waves = artificially generated scalar waves in a 

wide variety of arrangements. bion-tec® informed quartz powder consists of 99.6% pure 

SiO2 (according to expertise) of defined grain sizes in the μm range. A certain know-how of 

the company bion-tec® Switzerland grants in two steps the deletion of all harmful 

information in the exchange of the information of the whole biological spectrum ("window") 

= information (spatial patterns of energy transmission or resonance of all elements, 

structures, bodies and all non material properties). A first treatise appeared in COMED 9/11 

at "E-Smog = cosmically incompatible linear scalar waves". Here and in many other cases up 

to now, the harmfulness of artificially generated scalar waves has been proven without 

exception by means of dark field microscopy, with regard to blatant biophysical changes. 

The term E-smog is only indirectly correct. This is because artificial electromagnetic fields are 

not the cause of damage, but the scalar waves that are diverted from them! 

Artificially generated scalar waves and the life-generating and sustaining cosmic scalar waves 

differ enormously: 

 

Mathematically, many artificially generated scalar waves must be compatible with cosmic 

ones. Theoretically, one could think of a higher positive intensity, as is often interpreted in 

blood counts. A further interpretation would be an energy of the harmful wave components 

converted into positive energy. Both should be discussed or evaluated later. 

The difference in point 4 of the table should again be a central point of discussion. The 

generation of harmful waves by our malnutrition (heated food), which has been carried out 

for thousands of years, and more recently by food enriched with chemical toxins should not 

be disregarded. 

For example, enzymes are agglutinated by heating food. Their oscillation activity (= re-

sonant energetic activity), which was previously compatible with the cosmos, is deleted, 

harmful scalar waves are the result. These can be indirectly detected by dark-field 

microscopy by means of "money roll formation" and changed or missing flow characteristics 

of the red blood cells. 

Artificially generated scalar waves Cosmic scalar waves 

monopolar longitudinal waves bipolar longitudinal waves 

waves running into infinity standing waves 

intensity decreasing with distance same intensity in the cosmos 

linear Variability natural logarithmic hyperbolic, scale-
invariant spectrum 

Conversion into kinetic energy at the 
speed of light 

Conversion into kinetic energy with infinite 
speed 
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Fungicides, herbicides and other manufactured chemicals also change the blood count over 

time, first through their harmful scalar waves and then through chemical compounds in the 

body. These chemical compounds in turn no longer resonate with cosmic-informational 

resonance. Scalar damaging waves are the result. If organ damage even occurs due to 

malnutrition (see above) and/or accumulation of harmful substances (both overacidify all 

tissue), two properties are visible under dark-field microscopy without exception: 

agglutination and agglutination of the red blood cells ("money roll formation") and little or 

no flow under microscopic observation. 

Is it possible to take countermeasures here? If so, how? 

Vegan raw food, artificial and cosmic scalar waves 

Nutrition 

Food is different from food like cosmic scalar waves from artificial scalar waves. This is 

shown blatantly by the red blood cells under the dark field microscope. Parallel to this, there 

are clear measurement results of biophotons (popp), rods and pendulums. Primarily it is not 

important whether e.g. vital substances are missing due to simple heating or industrial 

destruction, but how many cosmic oscillation patterns = information are destroyed. Are 

there still enough cosmic scalar waves to make all body waves oscillate compatibly? Or do 

too many harmful waves burden the body? Or do diseases occur depending on the time 

exposure? 

With food we speak of living food. But life is only possible in harmony with cosmic 

information. This is the reason why only raw food can be the optimal form of nutrition. 

Nevertheless, nobody knows whether and how many percent of food or its specific 

damaging energy is tolerated without side effects and for how long (see block 2 our theory 

of the conversion of linear to artificial scalar waves). 

Since matter is destroyed everywhere and is created anew (cosmic scalar wave energy → 

harmful wave energy → cosmic scalar wave energy →), our idea of the transformation into 

original dimensional ratios (prime numbers as original numbers) can serve as a theoretical 

basis. 

More about this is beyond the scope of this topic. 

Just as in the "neutralization" of scalar waves from any artificial energy source (transmitter, 

cordless telephone, mobile phone, microwave oven, television, etc.), harmful waves from 

food can be "neutralized" by bion-tec products. First of all, repeated reference should be 

made to the scalar waves of organically grown, unheated food which are compatible with 

the cosmos. After eating them, harmful waves can never be measured. 
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So it is worth noting: Raw food in no case causes "money roll" of the erythrocytes. There is 

also no reduction of the flow properties. In contrast to (vegan and/or mixed) heated food. 

Here it always and massively comes to a sticking of the red blood cells with reduction of the 

flow characteristics or even to a standstill! (How unfortunate the common "wisdom": at 

least once a day a person should have a warm meal)! 

In orthodox medicine, no pathological importance is attached to the formation of money 

rolls. The difference between raw food and heated food is not considered. Because 

otherwise one would have immediately offered food instead of heated food in hospitals 

(exceptions confirm the rule). With food not only the basis for a cure can be created, but it is 

itself the best medication, see Hippocrates. 

In our opinion, the most important therapy for all serious illnesses has for some time now 

been examined by us mainly and systematically using dark-field microscopy. We partly work 

together with the world-famous Hippocrates Health Institute (HHI) in Miami Beach, Florida 

(see Internet). There we treat cancer, Alzheimer's, rheumatoid arthritis, diabetes and many 

more absolutely puristically with vegan raw food, of course from organic farming. The 

success is amazing. There are many other applications at the HHI that accelerate the 

improvement or healing process. (Many a doctor experienced in orthodox medicine has 

been amazed there). And the philosophical guideline is not "healing", but "helping people to 

help themselves". 

The basis of the vegan raw food is the intake of small amounts of wheatgrass juice several 

times a day. With wheatgrass we have started the first trials. 

Test arrangement: In two bowls with organic soil (own production) wheatgrass seeds (old 

variety from organic farming) were sprinkled. The bowls were placed outside at a distance. 

One bowl received bion-tec® informed water, the other bion-tec® informed quartz. The 

germs absorb a small amount of the informed quartz crystals. As in our matrix, these 

primarily regulate the electrolyte balance as "upper regulator".  
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S. St. aus Sch., w, 65  

  
Bild 1 Bild 2 

  

  
Bild 3 Bild 4 

 

Try it: As with all our trials, we follow the standard procedure below: 1. the patient appears 

fasting. The first blood sample is taken (fingertip). 2. then a mobile phone call (6 minutes), 

immediate blood collection. 3. test object: here, take wheat grass blades (approx. 15-20 cm 

high) in one hand. 4. comparison object or reference object: after 1 minute blood collection. 

The second test with the same procedure, but as point 4 with stalks enriched with bion-tec® 

quartz. 

Comparison of the results 

In past attempts we always saw the same picture: After 6 minutes of (our standard) mobile 

phone call there was a money roll and a negatively evaluated reduction of the flow property 

under dark field conditions. With a small bion-pad® e-smog the initial image was reached 

within seconds and after one minute optimal values regarding blood cells and flow 

properties were seen (always better than the initial image). 

Let's take a look at the photos as they are standard for healthy and less ill people: Wheat 

grown without bion-tec®-informed water, the stalks held in the hand improve the blood 

count considerably, but only slightly improve the flow properties. This is followed in parallel 

by the picture with the stalks informed by bion-tec® after 1' in the hand. 
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Findings: Best resolution of erythrocyte cohesions (= money roll formations), also optimal 

flow properties - just as good as an optimal result with the bion-pads®. 

Final consideration and definition: "information 

As a prophylaxis and mandatory in cases of serious illness, only a vegan raw food can bring 

about improvement or healing. Our soils emit scalar "harmful waves" through chemicals, 

radio waves and so-called water veins, i.e. scalar waves of metric, thus not natural-

logarithmic dimensions = wave patterns that are not compatible with biological systems. 

2/3-4/5 of our daily energy requirements (results from heat balance measurements *) 

consist of purely cosmic scalar wave energy, up to 1/3 comes from food. However, since 

every atom is removed from the food, i.e. does not lose the slightest mass, we draw our 

energy from scalar waves alone, or more precisely from spatial scalar wave patterns. This is 

the so-called information. 

*Daily intake in Kcal of adults = 2000 to 2500 Kcal, but release 10.000 to 15.000 Kcal! 

At this point, the life-centred concept of information should be clearly developed: 

1 There is only the third dimension, namely space. A fourth dimension, which is called space-

time, could also be described differently and will not be discussed here in detail. The fourth 

dimension is defined here strictly according to its original meaning as metric space. The use 

of the term for other teachings leaves our research. 

2. the first and second dimension are mathematical quantities to limit the third dimension. 

They are non-existent. 

4. where there is no more matter space, there is a vacuum space. 

5. therefore nothing does not exist. So there is also not zero (only as mathematical quantity). 

If one speaks of "zero point energy", this term is wrong in itself, because - as I said - zero 

cannot exist and ... point ... represents a space. 

6. since the cosmic standing scalar waves are networked in space with almost infinite 

number and intensity as well as variable directions, and in fact in a natural logarithmic scale 

invariant distribution among themselves (always divisible by 3, see Global Scaling Theory and 

experimental verification), they form almost infinite spatial combinations among 

themselves. 

7. the spatial combinations of the cosmic scalar waves are the biological information. All 

body structures, from the atom to the molecule, cell organelles, cells, chromosome length, 

organs, body length, can only resonate with this information (life prerequisite), if their 

spatial dimensions are absolutely equal. 

8 The spatial size of the cosmos is 162 natural logarithmic units. The proton, as the most 

stable material unit, is located at ln 54, the length of the human body = the length of its 
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chromosome is located at ln 81. Here, without exception, all scalar waves have a common 

node. Because here already half of the logarithmic space diameter of 162 is reached. 

Unimaginable, incomprehensible! Just think of the doubling on each chessboard field of one 

grain at the beginning and the amount on field 64 of a 4 m high grain cover of our globe. 

Thus one sees the impossibility of getting an idea of this. That is why we express it in 

logarithms. 

Also the general doctrine of "all space information in all cells" cannot be correct. Rather, the 

reasoning information - and only this information can have an energetic effect - has spatial 

dimensions of ln 54, perhaps a little below that (e.g. 53.7), to 81. This is the entire biological 

spectrum, and this can be seen with its amplifying effect in the wheat grass with the bion-

tec® informed quartz - just as reliably as with the bion-pads®. 

Ergo: If scalar wave technology does not make us ill, it permanently stresses our biological system in 

all structures. This becomes clear from the dark field blood images. All structures of life (plants, 

animals, fungi, etc.) can react in the same way, because they all depend on the cosmic scalar wave 

network. After our experiments with wheatgrass, it is likely that we will have to use informational 

quartz powder permanently, even in organic farming. Further research is ongoing at our site and at 

third sites. 

Finally, the completely different definitions of life and disease should be mentioned, just different 

from the usual medical definitions:  

All life is the resonant expression of biophysical information patterns from logarithmically scale 

invariant fractals of vacuum compression energy (space energy), or proton resonance energy. (Hegall 

Vollert) 

Any disorder or disease is the dissonant intervention of harmful waves (linear, scale-variant wave 

patterns) on information from certain biophysical logarithmic scale-invariant fractals of vacuum 

compression energy or proton resonance energy. (Hegall Vollert) 

 

References see block 


